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From our Archives 

 

A rarely seen demonstration of the military tactics of Hō-jutsu demonstrated by a 

contingent of matchlockmen1 armed with the heavy large-bore weapons of the early-Edō 

period (seventeenth century). This photo was taken at the 

opening of the World Goodwill Kendō Taikai at the Tokyo 

Budōkan in October 1967. Note the commander giving his 

orders with drawn tachi. The first and second lines are 

waiting in kneeling position, the third group are wearing 

sashimono banners on their backs. These large handguns 

discharge with a deafening report and clouds of white 

smoke. The infantrymen’s lines are almost identical to the 

deployment of archers on the battlefield. This probably 

hardly changed in the three hundred years between the 

late-sixteenth century and the Bakumatsu wars in the 

nineteenth century. 

 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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Basics, Basics, Basics 

Those members who from time to time make the journey to the Vauxhall Dōjō are always 

well aware that they will experience a pretty severe practice. They might even be 

disappointed if they didn’t, but hard it will certainly be and also very direct. Phil Jupp 

holds firm to the belief that any student who turns up for practice will ‘know the score’ 

and have a serious attitude. Like other leaders within this Renmei, and one would hope 

elsewhere, the most important thing is to grasp the simple basics that underpin all Kendō. 

While most prospective novices are told that Kendō only has one important technique, the 

shōmen cut, in direct contrast to Judō or Karate, as examples, with their enormously 

complex array of kicks, sweeps, throws, strikes, and so on, very few take this concept on 

board. It a truism that Kendō does indeed have only one cut and that it is pre-eminent; a 

simple cut takes as long as fifty or sixty years to do well and very possibly longer! 

It is said that there are many different levels of basics. All demand constant practice and 

determination and the often used metaphor employed by many masters likens 

understanding of these basics to planting in the earth a very small sapling that has 

produced just a couple of leaves. During its second year a few more leaves will have 

developed and the beginnings of its young branches. Soon, as the months pass, the sapling 

has grown and flowers for the first time and produces its first few fruits. Again in time, 

this sturdy young tree has matured and grown, a joy to behold. Still later, as the years now 

pass, it reaches its full maturity. This how understanding in Kendō takes root. Knowledge 

grows and matures by slow degrees and always at a leisurely natural pace. It cannot be 

forced without losing its depth of roots. Increasing knowledge brings its own sense of 

achievement; experience explains the shades of meaning; the ramifications of how body, 

mind, and memory are linked; and a deep intuitive awareness of self and one’s opponents. 

This is the product of hard and serious practice. 

How is this mastery, this inner understanding, to be achieved? By what methods or forms 

of practice can we be set on the right path? These are questions that writers such as Nōma 

Hisashi, in our continuing series, sought to address. The student must remember one 

fundamental truth: the way is hard and in the final analysis no one can gift you this ability 

or insight, you have to find it yourself. This is not mere sport with the limited aims eagerly 

sought after by youth leading almost inevitably to self –delusion; it is you, yourself, and 

only you who can reach towards understanding. There are no academic pathways here 

that will bring you over the course of a mere five or ten years to the required level of skill 

that will be acknowledged by your peers. 

At the beginning and throughout your early training, you have to learn to soften the 

shoulders and learn to use your left side from the left (rear) foot, the left hip, as well as the 

left arm. Here we face the first and greatest hurdle. If you are fortunate enough to have 

commenced your training in Kendō at an early age or certainly before you reach full 

maturity at around twenty, you stand a good chance. The body is still pliant and you may 

have the natural physical fluency in place before you feel the need to use muscular power. 

The earlier you have started the better, of course. Those who come to Kendō after their 

twentieth year, and that means most of us, are bodily too set and too rigid, especially in 
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the shoulders. You may, unfortunately, never achieve the required basis from which will 

stem the future mastery. For most of us, then, it is a hard road to try to lose this tightness 

in the shoulders and especially the right arm. We shall only be able to follow the right 

pathway for some of the way and, therefore, must fuel our interest in other aspects of 

Kendō and the allied arts and ways. 

The key is the closest application to proper suburi, to long practices of kirikaeshi, 

particularly ‘continuous cutting’ exercise both at the beginning after taisō and at the close 

of that day’s session, and kakarigeiko done properly so that there is no time for thought. 

You are warned that this is an unrelenting path. It was ever so and anyone who tells you 

otherwise is deluding themselves. As the most important cut is shōmen then you must 

apply all your attention to the effort and determination to doing this men-uchi properly. 

This is the reason that some Kendōka will strive to reach a thousand men-uchi in their 

suburi daily. A thousand properly executed cuts is a great many  and hard to achieve; it is 

harder still when you must add at the same time an excellent body posture, sound okuri-

ashi footwork, a realisation of the proper maai, or interval, necessary to correctly strike the 

(visualised) head of an opponent, the required stretch of the arms using only the left arm 

as the motive power, the final inwards tightening of both hands at the instant of impact – 

but only using the little fingers and, perhaps, the ring-finger of the left hand; and lastly, 

but far from least, the development of kakegoe which will, in the fullness of time, lead to a 

powerful kiai. 

When cutting men the 

movement of the arms is 

exactly like wielding and 

cracking a long whip: too 

much force and the lash 

won’t crack, and too 

much strength produces 

the same unsatisfactory 

result. The whipcrack 

comes with the sudden 

tightening of the grip at 

the point of focus, the 

target. Done correctly, 

such a strike with the 

whip can be 

extraordinarily accurate 

as one used to see at fairground displays. The men-uchi is the same – a relatively soft 

languorous preparation and forward motion with the moment of impact accompanied by 

the tightening of the little fingers and the inward flexing, no more than two centimetres, of 

both wrists. The strike directed accurately at the hairline to the front of the crown of the 

opponent’s head. 

Suburi and kirikaeshi are totally indispensable to achieving the required high standard. 

Where many cuts are to be made in a continuous exercise, often they start at a relatively 
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modest pace, but as the rhythm imposes itself, delivering the cuts is speeded up until the 

exercise becomes very hard physically. Some yūdansha make use of suburi-bokutō of 

various sizes and weights for their practice, others make do with a pair of shinai, minus 

their tsuba, and exercise with these grasped together. The added difficulty presented by 

the greater weight is intended to stretch the muscles as well as strengthening them. 

Within the Kendō teaching structure there are quite a number of different exercises that 

have the same aim. The variety of these means that practice can be varied and sustained 

for keeping interest but at the same time allow the seniors to correct errors. Mistakes come 

all too easily and are difficult to eradicate. One only wishes sound technique would be as 

tenacious to ‘stick’. It is in the nature of many oriental teaching methods to make use of 

repetitive exercises, therefore it is imperative that the student attempting to polish his 

technique must not allow errors to spoil his efforts. The rôle of the sensei in any group is to 

watch out for and correct their students’ form. 

There is one last exercise that is highly recommended as a part of the whole and that is 

pairing the students so that one partner cuts shōmen continually to whatever number of 

strikes the sensei requires, and the other receives these cuts on a horizontal shinai held at 

forehead height to the front. It is very important that the strike cuts the blocking shinai 

precisely at the correct maai and with the o-mono-uchi area of the blade. This teaches the 

importance of the maai so that the student soon achieves this precise distance without 

conscious thought. At the same time the shōmen cuts must be very accurate and strike only 

the ‘skin’ of the horizontal shinai – as though the target was made of glass. This develops 

control, a high degree of skill, and instinctive understanding but the student delivering the 

cut should only direct his or her gaze at the ‘opponent’s’ eyes, not at the horizontal shinai.. 

Thus, training in ‘cutting without colour’ will be developed. 

Finally – for the present – in kirikaeshi the student should always aim for hands to be in the 

centre when the strike impacts. Some sensei insist on this attention to the hands, others 

only concentrate on the left hand being in the centre. The paramount aim, though, in 

everything is ‘naturalness’ of movement. Lift the shinai high enough behind the head to 

lose sight of both hands altogether, (never delivering the cut with the hands just in front of 

the face – a common error), open the shoulders, and ‘fling’ with the left hand ‘fluid’, only 

tightening the grip at the instant of impact. Do your best to lose strength in the right arm 

and to do this you must be severely self-critical. Relax in lifting the sword and cut with a 

feeling of using  the left hand, the left side, the left hip and the left step in to the proper 

foot position. Never overstep the left foot to alongside the right one. If you can ‘see’ 

yourself using strength in the right hand and arm and can correct this, you are getting 

somewhere. If you can’t, then you are simply repeating errors and these will entrench 

themselves and be extremely difficult to eradicate. 

Strive towards all this and you will succeed. 

 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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Correction and Apology 

Inadvertently, we made a error in the listing of Senior Advancements within the Renmei 

(Winter Journal, 2008/9). Peter Powell, Butokukan Dōjō, was, of course, already ranked 

godan and is now rokudan. These things happen from time to time and we are extremely 

contrite. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

 

The Kendō Reader by Noma Hisashi 

Chapter Thirteen: Kakegoe (The Yells or Shouts) 

One way by which Kiai (vital spirit) is expressed and directed at the opponent is through 

the making of kakegoe: however, kakegoe for its own sake may also serve to give away 

information about one’s mental position which the opponent can use to his advantage. 

Kakegoe causes the following: 

1. It stimulates the spirit. 

2. It focuses one’s resources upon a single point, thereby producing greater than normal 

power. 

3. It makes the opponent aware of one’s spirit and power. 

4. It forestalls the opponent’s intentions. 

5. It confuses the opponent. 

6. It draws the opponent on. 

7. It nettles the opponent. 

8. It startles the opponent. 

9. It declares one’s victory. 

 

‘Mitsu-no-koe to iu koto’ (‘The Three Yells’). The three yells are divided into the Sho, or 

pre-yell; the Chu, or during-yell; and the Go, or post-yell. Depending on the 

circumstances, yelling is very important. Because yelling encourages us, we yell at such 

things as fires, and also at the wind and the waves. Yells show spirit. 

 ‘In large scale battles, the yell given at the onset of combat is loud in order to overawe 

the other side. Again, yells given during combat are pitched low from deep within the 

abdomen. Furthermore, following victory in battle, the yell is strong and loud. 

 ‘In single combat also, one yells ‘Ei’ just before initiating a strike in order to shake up 

the opponent and after the yell, delivers a blow with the long sword. Again, the yell 

given with the scoring hit on the opponent is the yell of victory. These two are called 

the ‘Sengo-no-koe’, or ‘before and after yells’. 
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 ‘One does not yell simultaneously with the delivery of the strike  with the long sword. 

Again, because the yells are used in actual combat to help maintain timing, they are 

pitched low. These are things to study diligently’. 

The above is taken from the Gorin-no-sho. Depending on the aim of the moment the nature 

of one’s kakegoe should change to a high or a low, large or small, quick or slow pitch, but 

always differing in tone and pitch. This requires careful study. 

The novice is easily confused as to the difference between kakegoe and kiai, it is hoped that 

this explanation has helped to make this difference clear. Kiai is not expressed only 

through the kakegoe; one must also realise the importance of non-voiced kiai. 

It is said that we must ‘Move from the voiced to the non-voiced’. It has long been the 

teaching that as we advance technically and spiritually, we should shift the emphasis from 

voiced kiai to non-voiced kiai. However, this can take place only after one’s skill has 

matured and the spirit cultivated. Ordinarily, one must aim to make loud and strong 

kakegoe, and in order to do this one must train hard. Kendō kakegoe should resemble the 

roar of a lion and have the power to send a shudder through the opponent. An 

acquaintance of mine, who is also a swordsman, once told me that he had learned much 

about kakegoe by going to the zoo and listening to the road of the lions. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

What to do if the Opponent Falls! 

If, during keiko or shiai, the opponent slips or falls down, 

either by his own carelessness or as a result of tai-atari, then 

the principal must act immediately. If the chance offers itself 

to make a cut then he should do so – not necessarily a hard 

strike, but one made accurately to target. This is especially 

the case if the opponent remains armed as in this 

photograph. Any delay and the attack will not be allowed. 

Alternatively, if the opponent falls and it is not possible to 

deliver such a cut because of the maai, for example, then the 

principal must assume a ‘ready’ posture such as jōdan here. 

Such a posture would clearly indicate that any attempt to 

rise would be ‘fatal’. 

On the other hand, should the opponent fall and lose his 

sword in so doing, then either jōdan or a threatening gedan-

no-kamae should be taken to show readiness to cut as the 

opponent gets to his feet; or the principal should abandon 

his own sword – immediately the opponent reaches the floor – and grapple with him, pinning him down 

and exposing his throat by lifting the men-flap. This suggests (!) that the tantō (dagger) would be 

drawn and driven into the defeated man’s neck. 

Any action, though, is required to be on the instant otherwise in the Kendō the opponent must be 

permitted to rise and the practice or match continues. These were the expected actions only forty years 

ago – now we pale into the sport’s mores and all becomes meaningless. 
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Nagashino - The Background to a Famous Battle (Part I) 

 

The view of Nagashino-jō seen from the heights on the eastern 

side of the Ono-gawa just where it meets the smaller Kansa-gawa 

flowing in from the west and both become the Toyo-gawa, (left of 

the bridge). The heights in the foreground were occupied by a 

detached force of Oda Nobunaga who attacked and captured  the 

string of four forts constructed by the Takeda on these heights in 

order to contain the garrison below. The Takeda force standing 

on the slopes north of the fortress were Katsuyori’s reserve at the 

Iō-ji temple, (the Daitsu-ji would have been too close to the 

defenders, in all probability). 

 

The century of strife known as the Sengoku-jidai1 drew 

to its bloody conclusion, according to most historians, 

in 1573, This seems an arbitrary date to some, though, 

but was probably picked because around that year 

Oda Nobunaga began the ‘pacification’ of the country. 

Be that as it may, the results of two battles, Mikata-ga-

hara in 1572 and Nagashino in June 1575, were hugely 

important for that unification process to succeed. In 

the former, the great Takeda lord, Shingen, defeated a 

much smaller force commanded by Tokugawa Ieyasu 

on the snow-covered rice-fields just north of present 

day Hamamatsu on the Tōkaidō, but just three years 

later Shingen’s son and successor, Takeda Katsuyori, 

was nearly destroyed at the more famous conflict near 

the small castle of Nagashino. 

We may look at the political and military 

consequences of these two battles at a later date, 

although they have been reasonably examined by Sir 

George Sansom in his ‘History of Japan’.2, as they illustrate the confused maelstrom that 

was this Age of War. The ordinary reader, with some interest in the historical background 

of this turbulent period, might form the opinion that nearly all battles in Japan were 

hugely important affairs but the reality was that often relatively minor barons bickered 

and intrigued with their neighbours, even forming treacherous alliances against their 

rightful lords, in order to gain some territorial advantage. Such actions tipped over into 

open warfare on many occasions, frequently leading directly to the destruction of many 

old and once-proud families. This overturning of the old order is sometimes referred to as 

‘gekokujō´. ‘the lower overcoming the upper’ or even ‘the dog being wagged by its tail’. 
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The surroundings of Nagashino-jō. The battle site of Shidara-ga-hara lies in the bottom left corner below the 

village of the same name. The early fighting was just to the south-west of the stream flowing through the village 

and finished in the area just to the east as the Takeda retreated over the bridge opposite the Iō temple. 

The early fighting took place when the Takeda invested Nagashino-jō and were valiantly opposed by the garrison. 

When the Oda and their allies arrived at Shidara-ga-hara, the garrison commander made a sally out across the 

Kansa-gawa river gate and this is depicted in the colour panel at the head of this article. 
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Nagashino is a small village lying at the head of a broad flat-bottomed valley leading up 

towards the mountains north-east from Toyohashi in Aichi prefecture. The head of this 

valley is where two small rivers come together to form the Toyo-gawa; these two rivers 

are the Kansa-gawa flowing southwards from the north and the slightly larger Ono-gawa 

from the north-west. On the northern side of the confluence is a low rocky outcrop upon 

which formerly stood a small wooden shirō, or fortress. Two or three years before 1575 this 

fortress was strengthened and rebuilt largely with stone walls, but it was still a very minor 

fortification by Japanese military standards. 

To the Takeda, Nagashino-shirō was of no particular consequence; it could be taken with 

ease: to the Tokugawa-related barons who held these lands in western Mikawa, 

Nagashino was much more important in that it commanded the road leading north-east 

towards the territories of the Takeda clan in Shinano and Kai provinces. If the Takeda 

wanted to break out of their mountain-girt lands then they could either fight the long way 

round by first going east, or they could make their incursion down the narrow highway 

beside the rushing Tenryū-gawa, something they had done in 1572, or, thirdly, they could 

branch to the west from the constricted Tenryū river at Sakuma and follow the Ono-gawa 

to the great highway of the Tōkaidō not twenty-five miles south. 

When the Takeda incursion took place in 1572, some of the army came down the Tenryū 

and were faced by Tokugawa Ieyasu at Mikata-ga-hara, resulting in a severe mauling of 

the Tokugawa army, but instead of continuing west into Owari and striking for Kyōto, 

Shingen wanted to secure his other route and invested Nōda-jō on the Toyo-gawa about 

halfway between Toyohashi and Nagashino. This was a winter siege that lasted two 

months before the castle fell in the following January, but not before the mighty Takeda 

lord fell seriously ill.3  He was carried upstream to the temple of Hōrai-ji hoping to recover 

but died there soon after.4 At length his successor, Katsuyori, took power but for various 

reasons he proved nowhere near so able and cunning a commander, apparently alienating 

several of Shingen’s military commanders and being influenced by weaker men whose 

council soon threatened the Takeda-ke, itself. One thing is certain, though, and that is that 

Katsuyori was a brave bushi and determined to follow his father’s wishes and seize power 

in the capital. 

Up to 1560, the three Tōkaidō provinces of Suruga, Tōtōmi and Mikawa belonged to the 

powerful Imagawa Yoshimoto. Around Nagashino there were three small clans who, at 

that time, owed their allegiance to the Imagawa, as did the Matsudaira and Tokugawa. 

When Oda Nobunaga attacked and killed Yoshimoto by surprise at Okehazama in that 

year, all these families gained a degree of independence. The three ‘mountain’ clans 

centred on Nagashino were the Suganuma-ke at Damine, the Okadaira-ke at Tsukude, and 

a branch of the Suganuma-ke at Nagashino. Collectively, they were known as the ‘Yamaga 

sanbōshu’.5 All three groups were related by marriage and, if faced with an outside threat, 

would join together as a united force. However, if faced by outside forces that were 

threatening piecemeal from different directions, they each sought the main chance to take 

advantage of the situation in order to triumph over the others. In other words, all three 

groups were relatively politically dysfunctional, jealous of the others within their circle, 

and frequently bickering over local supremacy. 
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The Yamaga Sanbōshu 

The Suganuma6 descent was established in the early fifteenth century, probably after the 

fighting between the Northern and Southern Courts; and the final successor in the 1560s, 

Suganuma Mitsuteru, served for sometime as a hostage of Takeda Katsuyori. He was 

released and soon became a follower of Tokugawa Ieyasu. At this time another branch of 

the Suganuma claimed to be the direct (legitimate) line and served Tokugawa but later 

defected to the Takeda and fought on their side at Nagashino. 

Whatever way one reads the history of western Mikawa between the death of the 

Imagawa overlord in 1560 and the rise to dominance of Ieyasu, one is faced with confusion 

that gives the impression that the power struggles gave rise to constantly shifting 

alliances, the basest intrigues, self-seeking, and downright treachery. This deplorable and 

confused situation can be said to be typical of the lawlessness that followed on and 

worsened as the Ashikaga Bakufu lost political control nearly a hundred years before. 

The Suganuma family was no exception. For example, in 1575 when Nagashino-jō was in 

the hands of Ieyasu, Suganuma Sadanao of Damine forced his elder brother to commit 

seppuku and placed his nephew there as head of the family.  

After the débâcle at Dengaku-hazama in 1560, Suganuma Sadatada (of Damine) had 

submitted to Ieyasu, quitting his allegiance to the weakened Imagawa-ke, but at the time 

of the Nagashino conflict fifteen years later, he was a vassal of the Takeda-ke. After the 

Shidaragahara was lost he accompanied Takeda Katsuyori to take refuge in the Damine 

fortress but was turned away by his uncle, Sadanao, (above), who could see the advantage 

of supporting the victorious Oda Nobunaga and Tokugawa Ieyasu, The escaping Takeda 

lord and Sadatada fled by a difficult route across the mountains from Damine to Busetsu-

shirō near the mountain of Dantō-san where he said his farewells to Katsuyori. 

He was attacked at this fortress by the Okadaira (his cousins) and forced to flee yet again 

to the relative safety of the Ina valley further to the north. Harbouring anger at Sadanao’s 

treachery, he launched an attack on Damine two years later, captured the fort and killed 

his uncle and a number of the senior retainers. The heads of those who paid for their 

temerity are buried under a ‘Kubizaka’, or ‘head mound’, near the castle site. 

Takeda Katsuyori faced the wrath of the Oda and Tokugawa allies and, after a series of 

engagements, was finally completely routed at Tenmoku-san, Kai province, in 1582. He 

and his son, Nobukatsu, committed seppuku on the banks of a lonely mountain stream and 

the once all-powerful Takeda –ke were practically destroyed. The line was preserved in 

two lateral branches, the main one of which was the Nambu-ke in Mutsu province centred 

on present-day Morioka.7 Suganuma Sadatada fled with his men before being attacked by 

Makino Yasushige and killed at the fortress of Chikudaira in the Ina valley. 
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Tsukude-jō 

After the capitulation of Nōda-jō to the Takeda early in 1573 and the mortally wounded 

Shingen withdrew to the Hōrai-ji by way of Nagashino-jō, Ieyasu felt threatened and the 

need to recapture the lands in western Mikawa for fear of another and more permanent 

Takeda invasion. Remember, no one at this time knew for certain of the redoubtable 

Shingen’s death. Neither the Oda or Tokugawa spies sent into Kai province could confirm 

these lords’ growing suspicions. 

Nagashino-jō had been slightly enlarged and strengthened fifteen or so years before by 

Suganuma Motonari, then a senior vassal of the Imagawa, and since then it had remained 

as the base of this branch of the Suganuma-ke. On the 20th July, 1573, Ieyasu left 

Hamamatsu-jō and entered his former lands in Mikawa, at once striking north to attack 

Nagashino-jō then under the command of Shinkurō Masatada, a close relative of 

Suganuma Motonari. This man had defected from Ieyasu two years previously and gone 

over to the Takeda. However, the reason why Ieyasu had felt able to push his incursion up 

the Toyo valley past Nōda-jō towards Nagashino was that he had been in secret 

communication with the Okudaira lord of Tsukude-jō, Okudaira Sadayoshi, and his son, 

Nobumasa. 

Learning of the Tokugawa incursion, Takeda Katsuyori, the interim head of the Takeda, 

dispatched 8000 men under the command of four generals who included the famed Baba 

Nobuharu, and a further 5000 troops into Tōtōmi province under another four of his 

generals, particularly Yamagata Masakage. His intention was to outflank and encircle 

Ieyasu should he show himself at Nagashino. 

On August 20th, Ieyasu sealed his secret negotiations with Okudaira Sadayoshi, pledging 

the hand of his daughter in marriage to Sadayoshi’s son, Nobumasa. She was from the 

main family line, and additionally give aid to the family come what may. He also 

promised a great expansion of  Sadayoshi’s lands to include Tsukude, Damine, Enshu, and 

even some lands belonging to his neighbours and the Matsudaira in the area. Oda 

Nobunaga pledged other land. It is clear that this was a huge gamble taken because the 

Oda-Tokugawa alliance felt themselves to be weak in the face of so many local families 

supporting the Takeda. They had to lure away the Okudaira-ke. For the latter family, here 

was a great windfall; far more than they could ever expect from the Takeda and 

guaranteeing their whole future.8 

On the night of August 28th, eight days after their intrigue was concluded, Okudaira 

Sadayoshi and his son, together with a personal escort of about a hundred followers, rode 

out of Tsukude-jō and struck west using mountain tracks past the Zenpuku-ji temple to 

reach safety at Miyazaki. The Takeda, who had probably got wind of the impending 

defection, were so incensed that they at once had Sadayoshi’s hostages, held by them to 

ensure good faith, put to death by beheading at Hōrai-ji.  

Okudaira Sadakatsu, Sadayoshi’s father, and his younger brother, Sadakuni, were left at 

Tsukude-jō, which probably means that the Okudaira were hedging their bets by 

supporting both sides in order to preserve their family line. Sadakatsu made a show of 

condemning the defection by a display of loyalty to the Takeda.. 
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Note:  This short series of articles is based on a ‘History of the Nagashino War’ (Nagashino Kassenzu Byobu) 

translated by Phil Jupp with the articles written by Roald Knutsen. The latter walked parts of this 

interesting battle site and Hōrai-ji in 1982 and ’87. It should be noted that whilst there is a great deal of 

information available on this important conflict on the Internet, some of it is sound but some unsound and 

excessively ‘coloured’, few of the non-Japanese authors appear to have actually visited the surrounding sites 

other than the battlefield, itself. 

(To be continued) 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

‘Renbu’ 

 

The majority of non-Japanese students of Bujutsu and Budō are seriously inhibited by not 

being able to properly read the kanji characters that are found, for  example, on the Kendō 

tenugui. This lack of the Japanese language can only be viewed as a serious handicap when 

approaching or trying to understand the deeper teachings of the Bugei. On the other hand, 

many modern Japanese students have the same problem as we do through the modern 

trend towards the simplification of their language. Only those with a classical education 

can properly read and understand the hidden meanings within these traditional arts and 

ways. 

The Butokukan Dōjō tenugui is familiar to most members, and often worn by them during 

keiko. The two characters were brushed by Tadao sensei, of the Kenseikai Dōjō in Saga, 

Kyūshū, and presented to us by Kamō Jisaku sensei in May, 1980. They read, ‘Ren-bu’, and 

form an exhortation to ‘Practice Bu’, the martial arts. The deeper meaning is that all such 

practice must be undertaken seriously with the realisation that it is neither ‘shallow’ nor 

‘entertainment’. Underlying this, the root meaning of ‘bu’ is that through these warrior 

disciplines applied to life we recognise the necessity for the rule of law. In Japanese 

mythology this principle is contained in the name of the first Yamato ruler, Jimmu-tennō. 

This supposed semi-mythical source paved the way for the later acceptance of Confucian 

morality and is clearly reflected in modern Kendō reigi. 

 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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Warrior ‘Dolls’ 

Two samurai of the Momoyama period (1574-1600) grappling with drawn tachi on the 

ground. A really splendidly detailed model that formerly belonged to H. Russell Robinson 

but was stolen from him in late 56 or ‘57 and thought to have turned up later in the 

Netherlands. 

 

The illustration we featured in the Summer Journal last year showing the young boy 

carrying his Kendō bōgu to practice, seems to have awakened some interest, not only here 

but, happily enough, in Japan, too. (Ed. That’s a rather nice compliment).  So, digging 

through the masses of photos we have in the so-called ‘Renmei Archive System’, we have 

found about eight or ten more, all taken between the late ‘50s and early ‘60s. They cover 

such subjects as carved wooden demons bursting out from a chest, a number of ivory and 

metal Kendō figures, warrior dolls from both private and museum collections, and a 

beautiful plaster figure of an actor in the rôle of Musashi-bō Benkei. 

The ‘Two Samurai locked in Combat’ figures illustrated here, date from around the turn of 

the nineteenth or early-twentieth century. They were probably the work of a former 
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armourer-turned-doll maker since the detail of all their equipment is both very accurate 

and superb. The warrior on the left is pulling an anguished face as his opponent has sunk 

his teeth into his left hand (not seen here). The armour worn by this left hand man is a 

yukinoshita-dō of russet iron. His opponent on the right wears a yokohagi-dō. Both these two 

styles of armour can be dated to the rather flamboyant period that succeeded the Sengoku-

jidai. 

 

While the left hand man does not have his saya, though it might never have been present, 

his opponent’s scabbard is, interestingly, shown slung from its owner’s shoulders and not 

in the normal manner from the obi – and this sort of detail really shows true artistry on the 

part of the doll maker as it is both extremely rare and unusual. A further wonderful detail 

is the rippling movement that the modeller has imparted to the right hand samurai’s 

kusazuri, apron defence, below his dō – absolutely true to life. 

Editorial Note: This doll group, despite being stolen all those years ago, probably still exists – somewhere in 

Europe – in a private collection. If any member has seen or heard of it, although it might have passed through 

several hands since its theft, we would like to know. Not that it can now be recovered since the law is an ‘ass’ 

on returning such stolen property; however  we owe any such information to Russell Robinson’s memory. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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Takami Taizō sensei and Roald Knutsen 

Takami sensei came to the U.K. in 1964 to 

set us on the right track with both Kendō 

and Iai, introduced by Ozawa Takeshi, 

ku-dan Hanshi. This he managed during a 

visit lasting several weeks of intense 

training in both disciplines. At that time 

he held ‘pre-war’ yondan. This photo was 

taken in October 1970 at Kashiwa, a 

suburb of Tokyo, during the visit of 

Roald and Pat Knutsen.In private life, 

distinct from Kendō, Takami sensei was a 

famous modern sculptor and expert 

fisherman living in the far north of Iwate 

prefecture. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

 

Notes 

                                                 

1  Ho-hei: infantrymen or footsoldier; the word hō-hei would specifically describe an artilleryman but imply a 

soldier deployed with heavier canon. 

1  Sengoku-jidai: Usually translated as the ‘Age of the Country at War’ or ‘The Age of War’. 

2  Sir George Sansom, A History of Japan, Vol. II (of three volumes), published by The Cresset Press, London, 

1958. Dated in some ways but a good background to Japanese history. 

3  It was rumoured that Takeda Shingen was mortally wounded by a tanegashima-teppō, (matchlock) 

sharpshooter firing from the walls of the fortress. His death was probably kept a close secret because of 

succession problems. This story was made popular in Kurosawa’s film, ‘Kagemusha’ where the marksman 

was shown as using a ‘fixed’ target position. This interpretation may well have been Kurasawa’s own and 

based on his often meticulous researches, particularly for the historical background and detail of the 16th 

century. 

4  Some sources believe that the fatal wounding of Shingen was in January, thus causing the Takeda to 

withdraw, others put his death as 13th May 1573. 

5  Sanbōshu: A triple offensive alliance. 

6  The Suganuma of Damine eventually became the Okudaira-ke, an important part of the Tokugawa group 

of clans and soon after the shake up following Sekigahara (1600) had risen to an income of 100,000 koku by 

1602. They held Mino province. 

7  Takami Taizō sensei, who introduced orthodox ko-ryū Iai to this country in the early ‘60s, was the 

grandson of the last ōkarō of the Nanbu-ke. 

8  Okudaira Nobumasa did indeed marry Ieyasu’s daughter three years later in 1578, much to the regret of 

Ieyasu, it is said. 


